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DEAR PAST GENERATIONS
MARYNGREEN

I never saw the rainforests
Never heard God cry through the howler monkeys
Or seep in through the deco rouge cracks of the jungle floor
I never felt his tears hit the burned Sahara
And break and scatter into dust
Never saw his sun fall between peaks of snowy mountains
As he gently brushed the fruits from trees
And blossoms from the ground
I never clawed the ocean floor with my toes
Or broke the waves with my stomach
No, I never held a helpless creature
Or ate a soft, warm peach
I never breathed the caramel pines
Or walked on coals
Or shells
Or leaves
No, these things have never been
But I've seen photographs of stars and things with wings
I've heard God's scream fall on nai:ve ears
Watched his crimson dreams
Seep into the roots of the 16th street Baptist church
I've felt God's sweat drip down the backs of hungry men
And evaporate to shame
Saw sons topple empires and slaughter eternity with every rotten
peach
Watched the ground break
And burn
And dry the oceans
Forget breaking waves
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All I've known of reckless abandon is war
And the waves of broken people washed up on shore
I never held a helpless creature
Because we're the only creatures left
And boy have we helped ourselves
I was born breathing smoke
Took my first steps in battery acid
And broken glass
And plastic wastelands
I'll still never see the clouds darken and strike
Or hear the earth roar in rebellion
Because "these violent delights have violent ends"
And your vain delights
Have become my unmerciful end
So don't forget what you've got
Because I will miss what I never had
I'll pray for clean air
And cool nights
And clear water
And sweet smells
And quiet mornings
And bandaged hands
And quick solutions
And happiness
And meaning
And above all else
Hope.
Please
Don't kill my hope
Sincerely,
Future Generations
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IN DARKNESS' SHADOW
M. R. OfVINE

And so it is in darkness'
shadow
we find solitude and
peace,
a sanctuary
from the ever pryful eyes
of the true monsters
calling themselves
humanity.
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GHOSTS
HEATHER GRAHAM
I'm haunted by the ghosts of me and you
They lurk in the corners of
My room
My mind
They rattle the windows and doors
Leaving cabinets and closets open
Contents spilling out
They sigh icy breath and bitter frost
Chasing moments and stories
Memories spilling out
They glide through the boundaries and walls
Creaking floorboards and bedsprings
Secrets spilling out
I'm haunted by the ghosts of you and me
They won't let me forget
Aboutyou
About us.
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THE NOTHINGNESS
M. R. DIVINE

Please don't pry
And please don't try
To get the key to unlock
That door
I promise you
Nothing good lies there
Please don't ask what
Sits just beyond
Because then you'll see
What lies beneath
Beneath this mask
With its sinister smile
And blue doll eyes
And pretty lashes,
Into another
The monster
Which I have become.
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ORPHEUS
KATHERINE S.
darlingi almost made it out of
the house
down the slanted
concrete
steps
i nearly passed the garden gate
with tired
ivy
crawlers
for a moment i thought i was free
no ghosts
no ashen memoriesbut bags in hand I couldn't help
and take
a glance
behind
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ODE
TO
MY
UGLY
TOY
NADIA YAHYAPOURROSHANKOUHI
This is an ode to the metal tin that was there for me
When I had no other element of felicity
The tin that was once filled with sweet cherries
The joy-filled tin that was my childhood reverie
I enjoyed what was once within you
I cherished the sweetness that was inside you
I emptied you of the warmness that you once carried
I wiped off the moist ooze that demoted you, off your body
Now you are clean, and now you can be a part of my new hobby
Now you are my ugly toy that I play with
While I fear the opium poppy,
To bloom and make the hood foggy
The neighborhood where the boys are learning, how to commit
their first robbery
Mothers of these boys are yearning, for their lost children to the
opium poppy
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MEMORY TRIGGERS
CARRIE GRAY

Fingers stained raspberry red
Hiding the prick marks of thorns
Terraced gardens in a terraced city
A connection my childish mind never made
Frozen waffles soaked in sticky syrup
The fruity kind we never had at home
Powdery white doughnuts for dinner
That baffles my mother to this day
Plastic canvas ornaments and villages
And hand puppets for impromptu shows
Rotary phones more fun to play with than use
Cabins painted on the blade of a hand saw
And a print of the boy in blue
Random objects that mean nothing to you
But so much to me
Mementos that trigger nostalgia
The little things from grandma's home
Where I haven't been in almost twenty years
A house sold long ago and all of her things
Split between her descendants
My mother has the cake plates
Her dresser is in my room
But the boy in blue? The painted saw?
Now nothing but mental relics that keep her memory alive
But nothing more than raspberries that stain my skin
My favorite berry
My favorite memory
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THE SUN AND MOON
AMELIA TALBOTT

I ask myself what is the sun without their moon?
To be quite honest they're nothing
Without the moon the sun will boil over
They'll be too hot
They'll burn others
Make people blind to what they truly are
The sun will be lost
They will be scared
They'll lose everything that they've tried to bring to life
Their purpose isn't met to die every night
To let the moon breathe
That was their life

If the sun's companion of millions of years vanished
It would slowly destroy them
In the sea of stars
They'd think they were just another one
Of those burning nothings
Drowning in the void they've made
From the growing instability
And soon enough explode
The sun everyone once loved would no longer be
Warmth and happiness
It would be a cold and dark place
Without the moon
The sun is bleak
Without their moon
the sun would not ever survive
I am the Sun
In love with the Moon
During your harshest nights
I offer what comfort I can
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Give you in the darkness
I am the Moon
In love with the tides
And tired eyes
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CASSETTE TAPES
KATHERINE S.

When I was young, I would steal the old cassette tapes my parents never listened to and record messages for the stars. At night,
I would sneak into the yard and play the recording back, hoping
someone was up there, listening. It was a silly thing, really, wishing the stars a good night as though they could hear.
After you died I thought that maybe the messages had been for
you all along. It takes years, after all, for things to travel between
earth and the heavens. Perhaps I was getting a headstart on missing you.
Now, I know the truth. That I was a kid with nowhere to turn to.
That space is a soundless vacuum. That you are gone, reachable
only in the moments I press rewind.
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ADESCRIPTION TO MATCH
KATHERINE S.

~@mm
"'What's she like?"'
She's like a summer storm-smack, boom-and then the heavens
break and she surrounds you and you can't help but dance.
"'No, what does she look like?"'
She looks like moonlight and meadow flowers,
like breathless laughter through a silent house.
'" But is she hot?"'
Fire is hot and she is a supernova.
Smoke stings, but she-she is suffocating.
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CULTIVATED WOMAN
PORSHAI K. NIELSEN

Shades of nostalgic brown
the smell of warm, worn leather
fingers grace the spines of every
almanac
novel
story
from before you were allowed to have a presence here
more than a womb
more than a wife
but a perspicacious being
a soul of significance
a woman
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LETHAL
M.R. DIVINE

Like an empty shell
After the bullets flown
From hell,
Like the decaying body
After the poison makes it's due,
The moments have passed
But the memories
Remain lethal
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SHOOTING STARS: WANDERLUST ON FIRE
NICOLE ANDERSON

For Nikko,
The wind blew across the lake from the southwest. It was the kind
of wind that builds enough momentum as it crosses the lake to
create its own patterns, one of which is the Tooele twister. As we
stood on the banks of the lake, the water lapped gently along the
shoreline. We stopped to see the Perseid Meteor shower in a bay
that was protected by the mountains to the west and the island to
the east. It was calmer here than other areas of the lake.
We stood there, side-by-side in the dark with our eyes focused on the sky. The wind gusts were strong and full of dust and
debris from the dry lakebed. I had forgotten how much I loved
it here at the lake. How at peace I felt with myself. And there, a
streak across the sky appeared. It was long, hot, and appeared to
be flung from some giants bow, a flaming arrow that shot across
the sky.
I have always been fascinated with falling stars. Do they
really die out and that is why they fall from the heavens? Or, is
there another mystical reason? Perhaps a war between the Greek
Gods and as they fling their arrows at one another, the remnants
fall to Earth as falling stars. It is just one scenario, and perhaps a
little crazy to think about. However, if we can see the billions of
stars in the sky, I can't help but believe there must be something
more. But what?
Perhaps we will never know what lies out there across the
universe. The skies are wild with delight and mystery. Much in
the way the lake is. As we sat in our chairs staring up at the sky,
the evening adventure coming to a close, I felt love. Love for my
husband, my father, and my grandson who went along for the
ride. I am not sure that any of us are as adventurous as we once
were, but we are doing our best to teach my grandson about the
world and instill him with an unquenchable thirst for the outdoors. And maybe, just maybe he will fall in love with the night
sky, the lake, and all the outdoors holds. Maybe those falling stars
are wanderlust on fire.
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The world as we know it changes fast like the waves crashing
against the shoreline. While I sit and marvel at the peace and tranquility of the moment, the world is going to hell in another location . You can count on it. If only for a moment we can enjoy the
peace and beauty our natural world has to offer it may change our
interaction with the world itself.
The wind blowing across our face, the smell of the freshly
wet lakebed from the onset of rain, the clouds shape-shifting
across the lake, and the dog living the dream as he rolled around
in the sandy brine. In that moment, I felt adventurous. I felt
happy. I felt joy.
As we began our trip back home, driving down the old dirt
road that would take us to the highway, my grandson whispered,
"I love this night! We met lightning and we saw falling stars." I
love this night too. The night when wanderlust caught on fire .
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SELF THERAPY
BAILEE JESSOP

In your own confusion
Don't play into delusion
Your mind is unlike
The moon in the day
And the sun at night
It's flipped
It's cracked
It's upside down
Soon the lost will be found
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VICES
ILLISE

The feeling of relief as you suck the smoke in
After a long day you don't care if you're living in sin
As the smoke fills your lungs, soaking up the stress
It all sinks in and slowly you begin to care a little less

I.

These are our vices.
You had a hard day and end it with a drink
And still further into depression you continue to sink
The alcohol may be able to burn the pain away
But the hurt, the loss, and the stress all still stay
These are our vices.
The comfort of a lover's arms makes you feel secure
But the way they look at you makes you so unsure
All the same the closeness makes you feel so good
So you stay with them, just like anybody else would
These are our vices.
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DADDY
ISSUES
SHANDY CLARK
Daddy issues has never been relevant to me.
Not in the sense that my father
Has always been there; he never was.
I don't hold on to the stigmas that
The man I share DNA with determines
Him as my father . This is false.
A father is a man who is there for every step.
When you take your first steps,
To the steps of your high school graduation,
All the way to the steps down the aisle.
Every vital moment in your life, he is there.
For every loss you experienced,
He was there to say ''I'm still proud of you."
For every victory, he said "I told you so."
Daddy issues aren't relevant to me.
Maybe it could be this way for all,
If they just see, that a father is not
Just about biology.
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THE HAUNTED HALLWAY
BARRY POCKRUS

It was late. Inside, the haunted hallway creeped outward with its
consumed darkness. Nervously, I stood, waiting for my opening.
Eyes watched, focused on me and nothing else. Peering through
me like a window. The anxiety caused me to shudder.
I watched as the pictures shifted. They became something completely different from their normal imagery. My cautious gaze
moved along the shrinking hallway until it hit the back wall. A
monster sat, waiting. Its moment to strike drew near. A loud gnarl
carried through the narrow hallway, striking my ears.
I cowered. Feeling alone, I succumbed to the thought that I may
never make it through. Outside, the shadows swayed, moving
with the autumnal breeze. The full moon had cast its light, but it
only emphasized the unending darkness. The skeletal structure of
the home breathed, restricting and expanding with each heaved
howl. It did nothing to help me in this moment.
The door rattled. The doorknob twisted with effort. Instinctively, I
watched, hoping that it was nothing but a figment of my creative
imagination. I looked at the clock. One-thirty in the morning. Far
too late for a nine-year old to be up. Far too late for an outside
door to open. I shook in cautious anticipation, paused in a moment of stillness that has forever been etched in my mind.
The door pushed open. The silhouette of a human stood in the
dark doorway. Something shiny was in his hand. The outline of
their face barely visible. It spoke. "Go to bed."
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ODE TO THE ROSE CITY
MOLLY GRACE

Oh land of rouge
Dripping from my lip
To paint your petals in hues
Of the deepest red craftsmanship
A city softened
The lines blurred between
Man and Mother Nature's domain
The devil beats his wife often
Skyscrapers coated in moss green
The sweetest perfumes remain
Finger through dusty novels
While mist clings to the evergreens
Preserve these thoughts in a bottle
While we burn through gasoline
Fall asleep to the thrum of thunder
Dreams float on a breeze
Dancing along the seaside
Long ways away from mother
But don't shed a tear for me
My devotion with you lies
Solace found in the wise eyes
Painted on aging brick walls
Murals span forty feet high
Down from heaven an angel falls
Oh my beloved city of roses
Riverbed laden with stars from above
Count the heartbeats skipped
The dilemma it proposes
Thorns sting the mourning dove
While they breathe in the grey mist
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It has awoken in me something new

The duality of peace and fear
Bathe in the roses' morning dew
Both God and the devil reside here
It is a fair trade to me

To bleed by the roadside
That my blood gives the roses their color
Long as my suffering will guarantee
A place in the city by your side
And a story unlike any other
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THE HEARTBREAK DANCE
VIRIOIANA ALFONSO

the pitter-patter outside is the rhythm i dance to.
angry movements follow the delicate music, insatiable.
an intake of breath leaves my mouth like a whisper.
i'm no longer in control;
i yield the illusion to the invasive pressure.
dry eyes but weeping heart in tune with her sound.
there's no blood seeping through this wound, and yet
the sting cuts through my focus;
my heart thrashes and anguishes;
the voice in m y head calls me a fool.
i'm too lost in the dance of heartbreak to respond.
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ABSOLUTION
KALLIE LEE

Doth a life,
tortured into submission
emote worth?
Or hath the roots of insignificance
corroded the fragile spirit,
bored into the depths of the psyche?
Are we but defined by opportunity?
Chance, of human design?
Do we but flutter
till the slow decay of the season
declares the end?
Or is animation a privilege of purpose?
Restraints mature
cultivated by judgement;
are they to be absolute?
Do their actions culminate the story;
a final summation of experience?
Where doth accomplishment separate from character?
Is not fortitude to account
in the laborious exertion?
Or are all attempts measured to the weight of attainment?
Does the lack of realization
fix the balance against the futility of seeking?
Is it not to be a precious thing
to have life?
To live?
Or does disappointment diminish it?
Doth not its uniform creation
entitle it,
shielded against the in-equivalency that orders man?
Can it not expect to be preserved?
Concealed,
shall it rot into irrelevance
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as the patterns fashion their unseen aims.
Doth the soul meekly withdraw,
smoldering into absolution,
disappear?
Or can its brilliance yet radiate?
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ERRATIC BEHAVIOR
BROOKE ROSS

He came home, beer spilt on his shirt & a thick scent of perfume
I've never smelt before soaked into himself.
He came home slurring, lipstick on his collar & repeating a name
I've never heard before leaking from his lips.
He came home, hands covered in blood & a different mindset
I've never had the pleasure of meeting until tonight.
Suddenly, "sorry" spilled out
taking place of that name.
Shit, please don't say it.
"I'm sorry I made a mistake."
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THERE IS SOMETHING
BAD IN THE CANYONS
AN EXCERPT
HANSHAROLE

There is something bad in the canyons. Once a year a black force
will come through it, and tear everything apart like one stationary
hurricane. That force will consume everything around it, munching rocks, trees, and occasionally humans, like tortilla chips. Eat
them whole, crunch on their being, and then leave a few crumbs
on the dirt.
It's a scientific mystery, no one knows what it is. A black
hole that's being constructed on our planet? Or dark matter
coalescing in America's back door? It has been happening for a
decade now. At first it was a black orb that consumed a car and
a tree. A giant disastrous black pearl. For the next ten years it's
grown into a giant tornado. It's getting hungrier, and scientists
don't know how to fix it. So every year it just nibbles away at the
canyons, making them a little wider. And every year we think,
that's it this is the one, and then it collapses in on itself, and disappears.
It's that time of year again, and people think they are ready
for it. It's been ten years and is now a holiday for the poor. "Come
party at a cliff at the end of the world." I remember my uncle taking me when I was 12. I ate ten-dollar cotton candy, watching the
black thing tear up the earth. The wind whipped my hair around.
It would come today at 3, maybe this time it would consume the
whole world.
My name is Nesta Smitte, and I live in a run-down shack.
The house I grew up in is so old, that nostalgia is the color of rust.
We live in the new world. 2099. Global warming has come and
gone, and the few survivors are dirt poor, or absolutely filthy rich.
Oh yeah, that class war came too, we lost. Now if you tattoo yourself with a corporate brand you get a tax break for the year. Need
a job for a high-end company, go get the teams tattoo. They'll
even just pay you for it. I keep all of mine on my thighs, so no one
knows how desperate I am for credit.
However, I bet people can see that just from looking at
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me. I stood in front of a mirror, in the oversized shirt I used for
nightwear. It was brown and had golden rusty colors around the
armpits. It was comfortable, but the years in the dirt have given it
a feminine musk.
I got myself a bucket of water and soap and played mother
with myself. My parents were killed a long time ago from either
scurvy or hunger, you choose. I don't remember them often,
just in small moments like these. In times where a loving parent
should have been there, washing my hair. Making sure I looked
okay before I went outside.
Once I was completely washed, I walked over to the door
to the basement where Uncle Rick was working. He was a cartoonishly wild man, with round eyeglasses and soot stains. He
doesn't look like it, but he went to Harvard. Before universities
became privatized. He was an astrophysicist before all of this, I
couldn't tell you what that means, and I couldn't even explain to
you what ~s plans were. I just knew my job and trusted him.
Today was no different with bright blue flying sparks. He
had some finishing touches to do on his revolutionary time machine. If I was smarter I would be worried. Those conscientious
fears left a long time ago. Rick was all I had, and unfortunately
that makes me one of his three blind rats. Even though our lives
hinged on the success of his plan, I trusted his wily brain to get us
to where we needed to go.
I was halfway down the stairs when he stopped working,
hearing my footsteps. By the time I made it to the bottom he had it
covered with a tarp, it was a secret and he had to reveal it to me as
m uch as he did to them. Not bigger than an oven. He smiled at me
and walked over.
"So they're really is a lady under there." He looked at me
like I was a new fossil.
I winced at him. "I'm not a lady, I'm a bitch." I said.
He grinned at me and pulled out the disguise I would
need. It was suede clothes. A nice button up sweater to go over
my musky shirt. There was a skirt too, it was the first skirt I'd ever
worn. The fabric was clean, not a stain on it, and cotton soft. I felt
chosen being the first person in them.
"How much was this?" I asked.
"This is the last of our credits." His eyes bright like molten
iron. "There's no turning back now."

To read more, visit the Folio website!
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WHERE HERONS FLEW
STEVEN BLAKE HORTON

we were young scrappers
he rushed for the fence
I pursued in step
tight little fists pumping air
loud groans from darkness
got us young larks running like hell
through the sludge bogs
to firmer dirt escaping devil's pond
where ahead tower of chain-linked wall
grew nearer full eight-foot tall
from where herons flew
black crows caw-cawed
circled that boggy acreage
off limits, dangerous they'd said
carp swam green slimy-stew
we'd straddle willow limbs
drop stingy hooks plopped
bobbers down four full yards
into the pond at the end of the street
in my boyhood neighborhood
just elementary school lads
explorers that spat in fear's face
my buddy and I dared fate
so devil's pond,
was our swaggering lair
leading up to this desperate escape
breathless then reached the fence
I got to the other side,
standing there, panting
waiting his scaling the wall
from the top, he dropped
his arm got caught by the sharp
top rail barbs, that started and finished
ripping open his arms bicep
he hung screaming and howling
I shoved him up and off
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and we ran faster, him holding
his bloody muscles
and yellow fatty flesh in hand
up the street to his mom,
a nurse
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THE WRONG SIDE OF THE SKY
ANDREW CARLSON

Ever so gingerly
And for but a moment
Golden fingertips grip the crags
Of the slabs of the earth
When the sun
Is on the wrong side of the sky
The birds are stupid loud
As if to make up for man
And order me to bed
When the sun
Is on the wrong side of the sky
Tell me, is it not clear?
See? The plants even sweat
As though something' s amiss
When the sun
Is on the wrong side of the sky
And the slum'bring souls wake
While the moon-wisened ones
Slip away for a while
When the sun
Is on the wrong side of the sky
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I SAW THE WORDS
STEVEN BLAKE HORTON

autumn hues of crimson,
lime, reddish orange leaves
boogie mid-air to the conductor's baton
manifesting this seasons segue
to clouded clapping-skylines
some far off snow-capped peaks
dim robin-egg tinted fogged skies
frosted willowy weeded raw-land
bit nippy on this November dawn
I am the early riser, hum poetic songs
my leaves crackle underfoot,
during early neighborhood jaunt
when she and her leashed puppy
approached me on the sidewalk
we stopped to talk, let dogs sniff
her words unrolled as a scroll
seeable floated a banner of nouns
verbs some adverbs seasonal adjectives
paraded naked soldiers out of moistened lips
morning narrative was her insides-out
dripped with honey, slather wheat toast
straight lines and letter curves smiled
opacity of a cup of mint leaves & Stevia
diffused joy of brisk exhales she spoke
I saw the words; she now had clothes
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NOTEWORTHY

SHELLEY M. LATREtLLE
Similar to the slow cracking sound of cartilage being pierced,
insanity creeps inside me, leaching outward and spreading its
jocular seed. Insanity suits me well. I am not tied down and I can
move on. Those living within the confines of my brain will simply
join me on my journey to find a new existence. The sunrise lights
rny journey and the sunset draws it to a close. Change waits for
rne with unending patience. I cast my shadow to the side, abandoning it. I carve a new shadow out of the darkness and attach it
to my soul. Memories are purged and my synapses begin to create
new ones. Change captures me and boldly takes me away and it's
the same as it never was, or will be. Strange shapes claw at my
skin, but they are no longer recognizable. Seasons burn away and
turn to ash as the years go by. The art of severance is clear and
robust. Anyone noteworthy will be noted and placed in the appropriate purged memory. Catatonic, you slip through the galaxy
in my mind. Tomorrow was made to allow me to slip away and
clear my mind of you. Yesterday will be your last. You are not a
memory to me because you never existed.
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DEAR HEROIN
ANONYMOUS

I wish that he would never have found you and let you into his
life-every single part of his beautiful and amazing life. And
believe me, even when he was too overwhelmed and sad to see it,
his was a beautiful and amazing life.
But you were there. You tricked him. You seeped into every crevice of his being. You wrapped yourself around his loneliness and filled his emptiness. You became everything.
You crept in like a disease, gradually bringing every thread of
his existence under your control. You duplicated-and then
replaced-the chemicals in his brain with your toxic lies. You
colonized his mind and, once you were in, you replaced his family
and friends and even food.
You taunted him with a false sense of peace and happiness
that he'd never known before and would never again be able to
replicate. You promised that he would always feel good as long as
he didn't turn on you; as long as he kept you close. He must have
listened because you earned your place on the pillow right next to
his-the pillow that had belonged to his wife.
Night after night, you whispered in his ear until your
voice, gentle yet murderous, trickled into his dreams and gradually reconstructed them into nightmares. You planted seeds of
disillusion deep inside his cells-seeds that rooted themselves
in his soul and grew so vigorously that he could no longer recall
what it was like to live without you. You convinced him that you
were everything he would ever need.
But were you everything? Or were you just a thin, rotting
veil tangled around him, blurring his vision and hiding him from
who he used to be?
Dear heroin, for four years, you infiltrated every facet of
my son's reality. You were his job, you were his warmth, you
were his therapist, you were his car registration, his daily chores,
his brothers, and his Sunday dinners with family. You were all
that mattered to him ... at least for a while.
Finally, as if shaken back to life by a jolt of clarity, a frightened and pale, hollowed-out version of my son came to me and
asked for help. Now, I'm here, and I'm pissed! I know all about
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you-I know that you are not love; you are not family, or food, or
security. You are nothing but a careless choice made in a moment
of hopelessness, and when someone chooses to see through you,
you are nothing but evil.
I am onto you, heroin. You can no longer replace what's real. I am
stepping in to begin the decolonization process, so consider yourself warned. You have no place in my son's life anymore.
Sincerely,
A mom who will never give up
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3A.M. DESIRES
ROSS STONEMAN

A secret hideout just for a child?
I'm afraid there was no place like that for me
But maybe this will do
Look into the night sky
Do you see her dark body?
Skin speckled with the stars
White hair so tightly woven together
She would ask "How was your day?"
Sometimes, "Are you alright?"
Words that I always wanted to hear
That was my secret as a child
I don't hear her voice anymore
But sometimes, I imagine
She'll come to me again
With open arms, she'll hold me close
Gentle against my bruised flesh
Kissing the blood back into me
A single hug, to calm me
To feel safe again
I had no place, a vagabond
But I found her above me
Someone to rely on
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DUMPSTER RAG DOLL
BREE SORENSEN

Birth, a girl, a bastard, in the garbage nearby
No chance, no survival, just a rag doll
Stripped, no origin, before a cry
Hard life, hardships, another rag doll

It echoes, a baby's cry, a baby dies, why?
Walk, they walk, and never turn aside
Still, life, still breath, prolongs inside
Little body, screaming, not to die
Breathing, what a struggle, any stir now still
Pain, can't move, can't talk, can only cry
Little arms, little mouth, barely a baby girl
She came, she went, and all she did was cry
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THE FOUREMME
WAYS
OF
LITERACY
CHADWICK
I

The words float, encompassing
Tall tales of talented, tenacious, terrible ... tales
Sucked through a portal of unescaping bliss
A mind, an ocean
A vast sea of natural, noble--empty
II
A burning bomb of paper
Trash cans filled with legacies
Abominable words of adversarial, aggressive, anxieties
A reality, an ugliness
A mirror reflecting fragmented pieces of barely a whole
III
Look of dread
Unexplainable, unanswerable, ubiquitous dying arts
Valleys of tables filled with papers bound - 6x9
A silence, welcomed
A bustling, busy, bothered world ... quiet here
IV

Black symbols color the white background
Laughability of laudable, lavish, literacy
Sucked through a portal of unescaping impossibility
A mind, yearning
A vast sea of devotion, dedication--trapped
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QUESTION 4

SARAHANN McDOWELL
Which of the following is not an example of social anxiety
disorder?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Chrissa is terrified of public speaking.
John refuses to be anywhere near spiders.
Alyssa gets nervous before giving a presentation.
Mark refuses to try out for basketball because he is
afraid of getting embarrassed.

I choose B, but my insides protest. They scream, "All of the
above!"
Social anxiety is not a superficial fear of public speaking. It's not
the jittery giggles and groans of a classroom on presentation day.
It's not humanity's shared fear of making a fool of themselves.
Social Anxiety is never looking up from the ground. The sidewalk
becomes your best friend . God forbid you look into the eyes of a
real person.
Social Anxiety is always sitting in the back, because nobody behind you can see your notes and judge your intellectual capacity
from them.

,

I

Social Anxiety is never taking off your jacket, hands perpetually
shoved in pockets, never, ever in bright clothes, because you just
know that something is wrong with the way you look and everybody but you knows exactly what it is.
Social Anxiety is crying in the car before walking into your
"friend's" house, and leaving early because you are sure your
presence is an obligatory burden, not anybody's want.
Social Anxiety is short nails, scratched arms, tight fists .
Social Anxiety is faking it. It's putting on a smile, and shaking
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hands, and laughing when you feel like yelling, because your
nation is built on wire thin social connections. It's crying in the
bathroom, forcing your shaking hands to be still, screaming, "I'm
okay," over the voices that threaten to let your secret out.
I know this. My memory confirms it.
I choose B.
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Project
Unus Novem

PROJECT UNUS NOVEM
AN EXCERPT

STEPHANIE SOTO

ooim~
Prologue
+ - - - - - - The Alps, Caelesti Kingdom - - - - - -

36:02:01 Hours After
In the middle of a dark room stood two figures, the light of the
glowing holograms casting shadows on them. The holograms
were filled with dots going as far as Alaska and Russia, and as
close as Northern Scotland. Each dot indicated how many Pixies
were removed from their homes in order to appear like attacks.
Only two dots indicated that children were present and removed.
The last of the raids, at least for the next couple of seasons, had
just ended. Already, phoenix messages were coming from all but
one of the nine kingdoms. They were asking for the personal aid
and protection of the Caelesti Kingdom.
"Were the last raids successful?"
"Yes sir, everything went as planned. Apart from one
death, unfortunately."
"So be it. How many children?"
"Ten children were collected, however, only seven are
good enough for the Orphanage. The other three will have their
mind altered and sent to the farming lands."
"Good, seven is enough for the Orphanage to keep running. Have they gone through with the ceremony?"
"They are as we are speaking. It will be completed in the
next few, days, and after that they will be given new identities."
"Next few days? Why is that?"
"It seems that one of the oldest, the oldest boy to be precise, had formed a small bond with another Pixie. It will take
longer than expected to remove it, but it will be done."
"Do we know with whom he formed the bond with?"
"Yes."
"Whom?"
"The Crown Prince Mathis, sir."
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"Mmm-hmm, was the bond a mate bond or a simply a
bond?"
"The removers said that it was the start of a mutual mate
bond."
"Make sure that the bond is completely removed, such
mate bonds as those are completely unnatural, Heavens knows
that. Make sure to remove the name of Prince Mathis from the
official documents, we don't need that information coming out
about the Prince."
"Yes sir."
"Very well. The parents?"
"Their minds were wiped and given new memories and
identities. Their mating bond broken. Anything from their past
has been removed and burned."
"Keep me updated with the new additions."
"Of course, sir."

120:02:54 Hours After

The clicks of shoes hitting the black marble floor echoed throughout the large concert room. In the middle of the room stood seven
children that were all dressed in grey jumpsuits and black military
boots. Their hair had been cut and dyed black so that it rested just
above the pointy tips of their ears. Their eyes had changed to that
of a dull grey. The only thing that differentiated them from each
other was the slight variations of skin color and height.
"Welcome to the Orphanage. We are very excited for you
to be joining our elite military division. My name is Taskmaster,
and from this day forward you will answer to me. You will follow
everything I order you do; you will train according to what I plan
for you."
Walking around the children, Taskmaster observed the
new trainees as if they were cattle being sold. Taskmaster already
saw multiple weaknesses that will have to be beaten out of them.
Taskmaster had to break them to the point that they would not be
able to be put back together, so then they can be rebuilt and
shaped perfectly to what they were destined to be.
Taskmaster stopped walking around the trainees and
pulled out a stack of paper. On top of the stack of paper laid a
sheet with rules. They read:
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1. No attachments. No family, love, or friendship.

The only attachment is to the kingdom.
2. Your only identity is that one given to you

the moment you step foot inside the building,
and that of your I.D. number and task number.
3. There's no self-identity. You are just a number.

4. Emotions are useless and a form of weakness
5. You never had parents; you have no link
to the past. You are erased from society.
6. No intimacy between each other or those
outside the Orphanages, including sexual acts.

"You are to read everything on these packets and memorize them
come sunrise. Only when you memorize everything inside these
pages are you to be given a number identity, as well as a bed and
food . Is that understood?"
In union they all yelled, "Yes sir."
"Good, from this point on, your only purpose is to serve
your kingdom. To do everything that is asked of you, no matter
what it is. You will die for your kingdom, and you will murder for
your kingdom. Understood?"
In union they answered, "Yes sir."
"Good, let us begin."

To read more, visit the Folio website!
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ALRIGHT NOW
HEATHER GRAHAM

It's always stars
Stars and Stars and Stars
You caught me free-falling from a black lonely sky
You lit up the inky canvas like a Christmas tree
You pulled me near and became a celestial glow
In the heavy darkness
I put down my armor
I put down my walls
I put down my defenses
It's always stars
Stars and Stars and Stars
I bask in the glorious beauty of this new universe
You painted with light and for me
You orchestrated melodies and lead me in waltzes
In the twinkling night
You loved me harder
You loved me galaxies
You loved me light
And I'm alright now
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CIRCLES

CARLY GOOCH
We didn't fail
We just didn't succeed
There's got to be something in between
Like a waning crescent
Turning
Circling back to fullness
Back to where we started
If not slightly hardened
Then maybe softened
One orbit wiser we part
Searching, trudging
In between circles, looking to light up a diferent sky
Yes, we took a beating
But we weren't defeated
Our cycle is just complete
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HOW DO SOME SLEEP WARM AT NIGHT
STEVEN BLAKE HORTON

early morning, pre-dawn's arising,
on a bench, midst white snowfall
no warmth, aching of winter's sting
fingers in shoddy gloves shivering raw
appendages slow to blood flow
my chest's center sensed time
quiescence of polar-ice glistening show
chilled minutes at my writing shrine
pulsing pain, splintering reverberations
sensors, siren shouted, enough
of chained to this bench's fascination
I turned the key, clicked the handcuffs off
scrunching up seven deck stairs
parted shuttered doors to open
steamed a thermal flood of hot air
by birth, work, and mercy at home
glazed pottery coffee cup under Keurig
dripped a robust blend
ran faucets warm water over frozen twigs
pulsing pain gained then slowed momentum
switched temp to eighty-two on the fireplace
pulled a patchwork blanket up
then saw his shopping cart and face
as my aches lessened sipping from my coffee cup
daily under the overpass, his frigid prison cell
crated cardboard bed, two blankets
plastic bags, an organized cart, a homeless hell
biting old bread, old water from an old cup
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it could be me or you there, under the overpass
there is no difference
all Centenary diamonds, everyone of the masses
chilling common-sense
when legislation tips scales for wealthy
no free tickets, some forget the poor
Centenary diamonds seen unhealthy
then how do some sleep warm at night?
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STARS

AMIE SCHAEFFER
I was thinking
About stars
And constellations
Which took my mind to the Perseids
Which brought me to you
It is said we are made from the dust of stars
What a romantic thought
But when it is time for our star to burn out
How do we return home?
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DRIV~, AMEMOIR
Aw EXCERPT
MARYNGREEN

The key is broken. If you tape over the hole
you can almost pretend that it's not, but it is.
It felt like a breakup. Like we had been together for centuries and
it seemed that the next step would be to live happily ever after.
The plan was not, in fact, to jump ship, sell the house, and move
across the country to Georgia, without me. I felt like a puppy, left
in a box in the rain. Maybe someone would come, or maybe I'd
brave the cold world, but I wanted her to come back. I wanted to
stop chasing her.
When I finally took my broken key and opened the door to
her car, it smelled like all of her bad habits. I couldn't bring myself to look at it since she had left it trashed and marooned in my
driveway with a doughnut and a broken bumper. I'd handed it off
to Neil's Pro Services in hopes that it would be mine after all was
said and done. But when it found its way back to my driveway,
new tires and running engine, I still saw the reflection of her lighting up in the front seat. She had, of course, left me the car in place
of her. She left it so that I could drive to my graduation and forget
that my mother wasn't going to be there. So that I could get home
safely at night, while she was out somewhere in the world, drunk,
drugged, and fumbling over her mistakes. This was her way of
showing love, giving you everything she could bear to give you,
and then going away. Because she could never accept a love like
that, she would insist it was a gift, a favor, no strings attached.
I turned on the AC and was overwhelmed by the smell of
weed, spice and discounted vanilla perfume. In the back seat was
a spatula, a fake egg, an empty bottle of Sobieski vodka, a sconce
of two angels eating grapes, and my little sister's purple coat.
Sometimes when you cry over things you can't change,
your eyes just puff up and nothing feels any better.
Georgia was born at the worst time of my life, and I
wouldn't have had it any other way. I needed a friend in the
world and so would she. I raised her for the first 4 years of her
life, I slept on the floor of her bedroom for almost a year after she
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was born. I'd lock the door so that my mother couldn't get us. It
was us against the boogeyman. I resonated more with the heroes
in movies after Georgia. It was hard for me to be scared when I
cared less about my safety and more about my sister's. My future
belonged to her now.
My freshman year of high school my mom kicked me to
the curb. "I'm gonna put your shit in trash bags and your dad can
come get it," she said. "I'm tired of your attitude, just don't come
back."
The fight was brought on by a phone conversation with
my drunk babysitter. I was angry, I told her she needed to sober
up and be a mom. I told her if she hurt Georgia that I'd take her
away. I told her that I couldn't be there, watching her all the time.
I was demoted from hero, to daughter, to child, to "your father's,"
in the span of six minutes.
I slept on couches for a few weeks before my dad came
to get me. I kept asking her if she meant it but she couldn't be
swayed. I was 13 years old. During the summer, I saved up to
buy a bike, and would sneak over to see Georgia on the days that
I knew my mother would leave her at a neighbor's. I couldn't be
there for her the way that she needed me to, so it didn't take long
for her voice to stop growing, for her words to loosen and fall
apart. I watched in terror through the years as her learning regressed. She turned 4 and then 5 and still interacted like a toddler.
It went on like this until mid October of my junior year when my
mother dropped the car off and told me she was moving the next
morning to Hephzibah, Georgia.
"I sold the house to the bank. Georgia and my boyfriend
are coming too."
"Why? Why didn't you tell me before?"
"It doesn't matter now; the car is yours." And she was
gone.

To read more, visit the Folio website!
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FOR THE WOMEN WHO HAVE
CHOSENJAELYNKOHL
THEMSELVES
I see you, choosing yourself over relationship. I see you spending
your time daydreaming about the life you are creating for yourself, instead of that crush that doesn't text you back. He can't keep
up and he knows it, and he'd rather watch you rise to the top than
to fall at his feet. But what he doesn't know, is that he can't catch
up with you once you've committed to your goals.
You are more concerned today about choosing what's in your own
highest and best and are not heeding to others anymore. You are
more excited about your projects than who's party you've been invited to. Your self-care game is on point - you're prioritizing your
health before social status, choosing to stay in and focus on your
goals rather than succumb to the fear of missing out.
You are finding your "sacred no", and not permitting anything
into your life that is not in alignment with your "yes". You are impervious to others' judgments about where you 'should' be, and
instead walking your path to the rhythm of your own soul. You
released your obligations that kept you small, and you cut people
out of your life that were toxic to your growth.
You're raising your frequency and some can't keep up .. . they're
vibrating right out of your field. You're putting fear far behind
you and and the ones who are supposed to be in your life are raising their vibration just like you are.
You're confident that who's meant to be in your life is going to
meet you on the path. You're not looking in the rearview mirror
anymore; there's nothing left for you there. The lessons you've
grown through are downloaded into your very cells, into your
soul, and you don't waste your time thinking them over anymore.
What's done is done and you know that the path ahead is bright because YOU are the one creating it. You are drawing the map to
your own destiny. And you are certain that what's meant for you
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will never miss you.
You are rebelling against the system that has locked you in place.
You are stepping out of the box of tradition and going beyond
what's normal or acceptable - realizing these are illusions anyways.
The things you are manifesting are coming in with potency and
speed - not by the hands of anyone else, but by your own Divine
Feminine power. The creative force within you is a force to be
reckoned with and some can only watch as you don't just weather
the storm - you become the storm.
You've mastered the art of trust and surrender through your faith
in the process. You gave up everything - your perception of self,
your old ambitions that don't fit the woman you're becoming, the
relationships that didn't serve you, and the insecurities that all
these things created. You are allowing the flow by opening your
hands and opening your heart. Gratitude fills your mind for everything you've gone through, for there is no resentment weighing down on you anymore. You've chosen to see the blessings
over the pain, and your breath is easy because you know deep
down it was all necessary to become the woman you are proud to
see in the mirror.
And every single part of the process has been worth it. Because
you finally know that you are living your life for YOU. You are
complete and whole within yourself and there's nothing anyone
can say that will take that away from you. No one, no thing, can
chip away at your soul anymore because you're cloaked in confidence and embraced by mystery. They can't understand you and
it's not your job to try to make them get it anymore. Your only
obligation is to play within the creative spiral of your own life; to
flow through the process with ease and grace that is your soul's
essence.
Baby, you're shining. This hasn't been a 'hot girl summer', it's
been a 'I love myself so much I don't care what you think' summer. You're posting pictures not to ask for attention, but to step
into your Allness and show up authentically - you're over caring
about how many 'likes' you get or the new followers from hot
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selfies. You came out of your shell not for anyone else, but for
yourself...to appreciate your own beauty that radiates from the
inside out.
Own it. This Universe holds you like no one else, because you
are a Divine extension and expression of it. You were not made
to play by the rules. You were made to experience yourself in the
entirety of human emotion, to weave your own sacred web, and to
enjoy the process of creating a life that's worthy of you.
So darling, keep going. No one owes you anything, but you owe
it to yourself to shine like the sun, radiant and full of grace. Your
loyalty is to yourself. You cannot, and will not, be stopped. All of
your wildest dreams await you.
Jaelyn Kohl
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HATICE

VIRIOIANA ALFONSO
Healing takes time. Precious moments stolen
for the sake of compensation, as if life wasn't
already unfair enough.
I lay idle as they pass,
wondering where it all goes.
And then a shift. Nothing monumental,
but I felt it like an earthquake rumbling
beneath my bare feet, with hardly enough time
to register that everything I thought I knew
was about to change.
I have you to thank.
You, who did nothing wrong (and everything right)
in having a presence so impactful
it threw me off balance.
But my balance was precarious already.
Now, my aching hand is no longer reaching.
Now, it has yours to hold.
Healing takes time. But with you here,
my precious moments can no longer
be stolen. They are mine to make.
I have you to thank.
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BIOGRAPHY
AMIE SCHAEFFER

I
A cliched girl
Pockets lined with abandonment and broken hearts
Suspicious of why childhood memories were far and few between
II
Drowning, I swam for higher ground
Leaving them to their lines and needles
Never meaning for you to become a casualty

III
Regaining my footing
Choreographing a tricky dance with language
A new normal of questioning authenticity
IV

The yin to somebody's yang
Comfort at the end of a bad school day
Falling asleep working on assignments at 2am
V

Wading through the thickness of grief
Just wishing
I could pull my mother from the bog
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LIMINAL STATION
CARRIE GRAY

Off to the side of freeway exit, surrounded by empty plains and
dry sagebrush, was a gas station. It was a small one, two pumps
out front, a handful of parking spaces and a mini mark that lived
up to its diminutive name. Customers were rare because it was
such a small, secluded station and only one person worked there
at any time. Sure, people would stop to fill up on gas often enough
to keep them in business, but rarely did they come inside.
The inside of the store was simple, a few shelves of snacks,
candy, and one of miscellaneous travel sized toiletries and car
related items, two fridges filled with bottled water, soda and beer
(as if someone traveling along the freeway should have a beer for
the journey), and a display of tobacco products behind the small
counter where the only employee spent most of their day. He was
a young man, just a few years out of high school, and at first had
taken his job very seriously. He had been excited for the prospect
of spending so much time out from under his father's thumb,
the man tried to micro manage every aspect of his son's life and
still had not forgiven him for not moving straight to college after
graduation. Having to work long hours spared him from countless lectures and passive aggressive hints that he was wasting his
potential.
Because of where he worked, so far from any town or city,
there was a storage room in the back that had been converted into
a bedroom. He shared the room with another man, his manager,
and they rotated schedules. For four days the young man ran the
station and slept there at night, then he would go home or sometimes would go into the city and stay in a motel for a few days
if he could not stomach the idea of seeing his father while the
manager ran things. At first it felt like freedom, meals when he
wanted, playing his music through the overhead speakers because
there were no customers to avoid offending, and the television set
behind the counter was able to pick up the local stations.
Soon though, as new jobs tend to do, the novelty wore off.
Four days working, with almost no interaction with other people,
made him feel lost and alone. He sometimes fancied himself as
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the last survivor of the human race, out here in the desert, because
the world could have ended and he wouldn't know. Other times
he thought about leaving, emptying the cash drawer and clearing
the shelves of his favorite items and just following the freeway. It
had to lead somewhere better than this, right? But he never did.
Dutifully he accomplished his tasks, helped the odd customer
that came inside for more than just the restroom until the day he
pulled in.
He was an older man, by a few years at least, but to the
young cashier the difference between them seemed worlds apart.
The man had pulled up in a souped-up sports car, painted bright
orange and roaring like a dragon. It was the noise that caught
the young man's attention, more than the flashy color, because
everything was so quiet that afternoon. He watched the man fill
his tank and then turn towards the mini mart and, almost as if he
could feel the young man's eyes watching, he smiled.
Maybe it was the smile that did it, or the way his voice
sounded both exotic and new and achingly familiar at the same
time when he said "hello there" as the bell over the door rang
but the young man knew this man was special. Different. That
he wouldn't deny him anything he asked and the strength of the
sudden attraction made him feel high on the realization that he
had never felt this way before. Almost as if the man felt it too, he
lingered, his purchases sitting on the counter while they spoke.
He told the man all about his job, his father, and his daydreams and in turn the man told him about the world outside the
mini mart, about where he was from, where he was going. The
beach, the man said his destination was, hundreds of miles away
and he was in no hurry to get there but traveling alone was lonely.
Jokingly the young man said he would be happy, ecstatic, to join
him remembering his own fantasies of just picking up and leaving. To his surprise the man smiled that smile again, the one that
struck him so strongly and told the young man he would love the
company. It took half a heartbeat for the young man to accept, and
only a minute or two to collect anything he wanted to bring. He
left the money in the cash drawer, but took a case of his favorite
soda and his preferred snacks for the road. And then he left with
the man in his orange dragon car and nothing but the empty freeway before them.
And he never looked back.
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SHOULD I WRITE YOU ALETTER?
NICOLE ANDERSON

Should I write you a letter?
Should I hang it on the moon?
Should I walk across eggshells?
Until it's high noon?
Should I keep on hoping, calling your name?
Hoping that someday things will all change?
Would you keep on believing those same old lies?
The ones that take away hope from all our lives.
Do you hope to find love in all the strange places?
Certainly, in shadows of dangerous places.
The heart may be the most dangerous of all,
For it still hopes for a love to call.
The mind can see the truth you see,
That it's all for you and not for me.
For I cannot, shall not, walk on shells anymore.
For as the sea swells, so does my heart for loss untold.
As we move toward the sea, your heart no longer calls to me.
Hoping for a better life, it may all be just for strife.
Perhaps we may never be the same, sometimes the heart knows
when it's tame.
The mind, it tries to rationalize thoughts, life without you would
just not be the same.
Should I write you a letter?
Should I hang it on the moon?
Should I walk across eggshells?
Until it's high noon?
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It's in your hands now, and in your heart too,
It takes restraint to make it all new.
It will take work to create a better life,
So that you don't continue this lie.
Oh, How I hope for a different outcome.
Hope anchors the soul and allows you to fly,
But it is fleeting as it flutters on by.
Should I write you a letter?
Should I hang it on the moon?
Should I walk across eggshells?
Smashing them till high noon?
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WISHES

SHANDY CLARK
You are a sunflower
Holding onto a dandelion
You can't see it but soon
He will leave you with nothing
Except wishes
Wishes that he meant it
That this time he will change his ways
These wishes that will only blow away
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MOUNTAIN WHISPERS
NICOLE ANDERSON

The breeze whispers a story as the wind gently kisses the
leaves of pine and aspen that grow along the riverbank in
the Teton Valley. I stand at the edge of the river, water rushing past as the wind seems to sigh at the sight of the mountain before me. Jagged peaks thrusting from the ground
reach high into the crystal blue sky, almost as if they could
touch the gates of heaven. The rocky peaks still covered with
skiffs of snow from the cold winter months before gracing
my presence.
I look toward the tallest peak, the Grand, and I can't
help but wonder if my mother was alone the day she died.
It was early in the morning. She wasn't on the mountain.
Instead, she was lying in a hospital bed, hundreds of miles
away from her favorite peak. She was only 32 years old. The
week before she died, she laid down to take a nap while I
watched cartoons.
I was home alone with her that day. She had collapsed on the floor as she staggered to the bathroom. I need
help, I thought to myself. Frantically, the houses swiveled
past me as I ran barefoot to the neighbor's home. I was
alone, except for the dog, Chance, an Irish Setter with a
silky red chestnut coat. In all the chaos he bolted out of the
front door, his long red fur blowing in the wind as he bolted
down the street. The sirens screamed as the fire truck roared
toward me, stumbling as I rushed up the stairs into the
house, the medic by my side.
"Where is she?"
"On the floor."
"Did she take anything?"
"No, the doctors think she may have a brain tumor."
"Are you home alone?"
"Yes," I replied, "my aunt is coming to get me."
Somehow in the haste of the moment I had managed
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to call my dad and my aunt. I had kept my head about me.
Later, I stood at the window of the fourth floor of the hospital watching the people zoom by in their cars on the street
below, living out their seemingly ordinary lives. I wished I
was at the mountain. My life wasn't ordinary anymore. In
that moment, as my mother crashed to the floor, the dog
barking, the phone ringing, the sirens screaming, I knew my
life had changed. She never saw the mountain again.
We buried her in a soft pink colored casket next to
her mother and father in a small rural town on a sweltering
autumn morning. She never climbed that mountain, she only
stood and stared at it from a distance. Did she want to climb
it? Did she become part of it that day? I didn't realize it then but
that was the day I started walking. I walked to the edge of
town, searching for something that wasn't there. That was
the day the mountain whispered to me through the pines,
the valleys, across hundreds of miles between us.
The mountain tugged and pulled at me as if she has
some magnetic string attached to my heart. She stands there
majestically piercing the azure blue skyline, as the wind
whispers to me and tells me a story. A story of a little girl
who didn't dare to climb the mountain. One of a little girl
who didn't have to climb the mountain because the mountain was inside her, it surrounded her and was all-encompassing. It was part of her and always would be.
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GRAYLAND COMA
LYRA PETERSON

I have heard of a place
Where bodies are lain
In graves of gray
And the insane are silently sane
Lost in a dream of the floating
There is a crossroad up ahead
I have long forgotten the way home
I hoped it would be the same way
Becoming afraid I remembered
The unknown is not to be feared
Making up my mind
I will continue straight ahead
Into the wooded place beyond the road
My feet carried my destiny
I do not fear the dark any longer
And in so doing made the dark fear me
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THE LITTLE FIGURINE
KATHERINE CAVAZOS

~@:[llffi~
There once was a ballerina
That started out as a boy
Though her body was that of a soldier
She knew she was meant for more
So, every night when her creator slept
She'd change a piece of herself
Swapping boots to ballet flats
Being her own ballerina on her little shelf
But the next morning the creator would wake
And show confusion you see
For how could a soldier be a ballerina?
That's just not how it was meant to be
So, he would remove the tutu around her waist
And put the rifle back in her hand
Not knowing it would shatter her heart
That her true self couldn't make a stand
Then one night
The ballerina had tried to leave her shelf
Wanting to find a new home
Wanting to be herself
But she didn't realize how high she was
Way above the ground
And accidently lost her footing
Tumbling all the way down
The next day the creator woke
Shocked at what he saw
For how could the little figurine be broken
When it was his best creation of all?
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He then decided to start anew
And melt the broken glass down
But as he started on the soldier
He hesitated, then changed his plan
Once the figurine was complete
The creator smiled to himself
Knowing now that the soldier was to be a ballerina
And that's what she was on her little shelf
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EMPTY ANGEL
LYRA PETERSON

Who am I, what am I, shall I ever know
I was never told by my makers of whom I know nothing, and
whom I've never met
I fall, brilliant flashing light and burning ozone
Broken wings flailing, trailing behind and wrapping around my
ankles
I am thrilled by the brilliance of the colors in the grasses below
The colors of which I am accustomed no longer surround me
What of the ones who once called me sister
I no longer feel their minds gently brushing against my own
They weep for me
And I know they are because I would have wept for them
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#METOO ANO #NOWWHAT?:
ACONVERSATION
AN EXCERPT
SARA AIRD

October of this year will mark the two-year anniversary of the
monumental social media movement #MeToo, originally launched
by Tarana Burke and galvanized on social media by Alyssa Milano, which invited women everywhere to share their stories of
sexual assault and harassment and create a community of support
and action. On that historic day, CBS News Online reported, "On
Facebook, there were more than 12 million posts, comments and
reactions in less than 24 hours, by 4.7 million users around the
world, according to the company. In the U.S., Facebook said 45
percent of users have had friends who posted "me too." With so
many impacted, we are left asking questions: What do I do now
that I have shared my story? How do I support the survivors who
came forward? How do I prevent this from happening to the children around me?
Karen Brown understands the importance of these questions. Karen is the co-founder of the Grace House Children's Project. Currently, she serves as the Community Outreach Manager
for the Younique Foundation and Defend Innocence, both nonprofits dedicated to providing healing and preventative resources
for those impacted by childhood sexual abuse, their friends and
families, and their communities.
When I caught up with Karen, she was fresh off a flight
from Atlanta where she had been on the ground working with
her team and local "community influencers" spreading the Foundation's message. She knows having conversations about sexual
abuse can be uncomfortable; she also knows they can be hopeful
and inspiring. She shared an experience she had with her Lyft
driver that very morning, "Going to the airport this morning, it
came up. You know, why was I in Atlanta, what do I do, and I
told him. And of course, there was an abrupt silence, but later in
the conversation it came up that he had a daughter, a 14-year-old
daughter. So, I was able to talk at length about Defend Innocence
and the resources that we have there that would help him have
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healthy conversations with her about how to stay safe, and he was
very engaged with that."
This conversation highlights for Karen the three elements
of successful outreach: first, finding your passion about the cause;
second, communicating effectively; and lastly, showing empathy
and offering help.

To read more, visit the Folio website!
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SPRINGCARRIE
INTERRUPTED
GRAY
In like a lion, out like a lamb
Except less like a lion and more like a bear
A polar bear, complete with arctic ice and snow
Killing the early tree blossoms
Burying the sprouting tulips
Ruining my morning commute
Daydreams of warm afternoons spoiled
As cold winds nip at my nose
The world should be thawing
Not echoing with winter
The warmth the season promises
That is so far nothing more
Than a midwinter's futile wish
The only white fluff I am interested in
Is the soft wool of a spring lamb
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IN THE CLEARING
ANA COLES

The six to six is me. It's already 87 degrees
I have given up my Halo shampoo, and the set wave
Tied up and turbaned--less hair dangling in the blood and filth
Khaki uniform, boots, mask, and heavy apron--dressed for battle
against the pale horseman
The cots are lined up outside, like boys camping under the stars in
another life
I can tell which boys won't camp again as I walk to the nurse's
station
Nesbit gave me the first rounds
The Zeroes usually buzzed past at 7 every day
1 hour to move those that died through the night out
And move the new batch in- orderlies already on the trot with the
bags
Traumatic head wound, burns on 2/3 of the anterior aspect, broken back,
Gunshot through the lung, gangrene, left leg lost to a landmine
I can smell them over the rising loamy smell of the earth as the
sun rises
Festering wounds, sweat, fear, loose bowels,
Antiseptic that seems like a bad joke in the heat
The ground trembles under the cots and my feet
The Zeroes are early
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SAIGON SUNSET
MARYNGREEN

When the sun forgave the breeze, with a soft warmth that draped
the tangerine sky, the smell of burning lavender made its bed on
my naked skin. I turned to touch him, but he had been gone for
some time now. I couldn't remember his name. I found him in the
wet streets of Saigon, pacing outside of a public restroom. He was
in a strange land; I was in a strange state of mind.
"There's a bathroom at my place," I whispered, with my lips
against his ear, one finger dripping down his neck.
It was okay that I didn't remember his name; he never asked me
mine. To him, I was a dream, an echo of something he had wished
for on cold nights. To me, of course, he was just a man. Different from the rest. No different than the last. This is what the stars
mean when they die and call out to the world in desperation,
"Please save true love." I was a dying star, with no voice to begin
with. The light flickered softly in my window at night, enough to
give me hope, enough to take it away. It's a bird, it's a plane, it's ...
me.
I don't drink gin anymore, David. I drink high concentration from
a small gold cantine I keep in my coat pocket. I don't smoke cigarettes anymore. I put my money into abstract art, feminist social
clubs, and hard drugs. People often call in the middle of the day,
when a reasonable person would be home. But I don't answer, I
am not reasonable. Don't bother asking where I am, I can't recall
myself most times.
I walk to Charlie Hyun's on hot days, to grab a couple grams of
Panama Cut, a bottle of ether, some Ox, a vague amount of mescaline, Dream Gum and Jet Fuel. I find myself in dazzling red,
waltzing into red carpet clubs and celebrity suites. I drop tabs
with the high cellist of the fifth harmonic; then I leave him naked
at three. He begs me to stay, he swears to have fallen deeply in
love with me. He wants to give me the world. I tell him that the
world belongs to no one, as I belong to no one.
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I, much like the first man, can be found pacing the streets until all
the lights have gone and I am left standing in the dark, solo, with
nothing but the cellist calling in my mind. The dream lays to rest
on someone else's skin, while I am left burning.
A star dies and cries out to the world, "Please save true love."
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TRAUMA

LARZ PETERSEN
The darkness sinks in and the shadows scream
Fear drips down my spine and my breathing halts
Clenched teeth and shaking hands remind me
I can never escape the monsters
Because they live in my mind and you put them there
But you don't care
Now I live like a zombie
But one with a soul destroyed and mind polluted
You did this and escaped with no punishment
Even though you killed me before I had a chance to live
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THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT
BROOKE ROSS

I have scars that still bleed at the mumble of your name.
Everyone too afraid to say it around me, only whispers carry you
from their lips.
I worry too much that one day I'll end up just like my mother.
Tattered, bruised, with bags that hug her eyes like the blanket
she's been missing.
Too tired to speak and too broken to walk.
The bones have cracked and so has her spirit.
The piss stains on the toilet have been cleaned but the smell of
urine stains the
bathroom floor.
The yelling has faded but the vibrations shake the house, ruining
what foundation it has
left.
I can't remember all of what you did, most of the time I was out of
my mind just like she
was.
I've lied so many times that I have forgotten the reality and now
believe my lies.
Lying to police and family members seemed normal, just like the
black eyes.
My soul has been torn in two with the amount of curse words
screamed and furniture
thrown.
My scars cut deeper with every memory, maybe soon I could forget just like you did
before the next morning.
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AWAKE

SHELLEY M. LATREILLE
I wait for you in the farthest corner of your mind
Where I remain bound, undead, and profound, just the way you
prefer
Trapped in your sunless hemisphere of existence, I wither and
wait
I feed your dreams with my imagination
I craft new memories for you to cherish and erase all the rest
I change the perception of your reflection
I unlock your pain receptors and set them to maximum
You sit paralyzed with fear
Watching everything around you happen in suspended silence
Falling to the ground in the midst of reality
You purge the apathy from your body
You recognize your own individuality and absorb it
You recognize the contributions of others
You finally appreciate the great lengths others have made coming
to your aid
Here is now gone and the pollution that once was your building
blocks has evaporated
You ignored my inner monologue and believed I was never really
there
My truth has been revealed
You're awake now ...
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SONG MY HEART SINGS
VIRIDIANA ALFONSO

they don't talk about failure
when it comes to success
progress, they say, is slow but steady
but my tears touch the page before the ink does
my ears burn when the word is on the tip of my tongue
but refuses to say its piece
hours pass without eating, drinking, sleeping, living
to translate the song my heart sings into words
the process never goes the way i want
but maybe that's a good thing
the path i must walk
is dark and dangerous and my heart whispers
it's okay if they don't know my song
it may take all my patience
but like hell will i quiet
the song of my heart
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I WRITE BECAUSE
LYRA PETERSON

Dying saplings and gravestones that jut out from the murky water
Laughing devils and gracefully falling angels
Because in my pen and keyboard I can do whatever the hell I want
As I compose my own symphony
I can destroy what I want
I love whoever I care to
Even the things I would be ashamed to really do
The earth can evaporate
I can sell your soul to a gnome in a flowery plain
And collect my thirty-eleven sticks of purple
I can eat mango without your "okay"
And meet famous psychos of my own design
I could make you bleed honey from your ears without notice
And take a bath in athe puddle with a wood nymph
Dying tanned furs in the pure snow
Plasma shots can break down the demicrete and blast shields
I can create and break my own audience
I do not write for what little money may come
Kids will hopefully pirate my books online
Rather for the screwing, bending, and breaking of others' minds
Creating things in them that inspire by sheer force of will
So many lovers never had it this good
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BLACK AND WHITE: ACCEPTING CULTURE
AN EXCERPT
DUCKtE

Society can really mess you up during your upbringing. I just
wanted to blend in to fit in. I avoided being me and didn't accept myself. Growing up as a black girl has a lot of set in pressure
already. A lot of stereotypes hit you without you even looking.
I've had hips since elementary. I have a darker complexion. I have
the thickest, curliest hair that can defy gravity. Living in a society
where bone straight hair on an ivory white woman is the only
definition of a beautiful woman. That can create a road to self hate
on its own.
"Three simple words 'Black IS Beautiful' were first uttered during
the 1960s" (Byrd and Tharps page 53). The authors of Hair Story;
Untangling the Roots of Black Hair in America, Ayana D Byrd
and Lori L Tharps connected this idea in their writing because
they want to memorialize black history through beauty. They accomplish this by contributing a point to activists in America were
highlighting black love during this Black Power era. It's when
being black was first being accepted as beautiful. L. Tharps and A.
Byrd create a timeline of black hair in America to not only guide
black Americans through their own personal journey, but also as
a reference to understand black hair and the trials and the trends
they have already gone through.
In America we are constantly convinced of the stereotypes of
black hair. The stereotypes are well outdated. Acceptance is overdue in 2019.

To read more, visit the Folio website!
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TEMPORARY
AUTUMN LUCAS
You scare me
I've always seen people as temporary fixtures in my life
They can be moved, replaced, or even just disappear
Their feet leaving indents in the carpet from where they stood
unmoving for so long
But that wasn't real
I've learned that
Eventually everyone moves on
People don't want to be trapped with something broken
Someone broken
They try to fix me
But it's like using duct tape to fix a leaky roof
It seems like they're helping but one day it's still going to crumble
down
People say they'll stay forever
Forever is a very broad term
Forever means they just push away after years of being the only
one I trust
Forever means they leave after they see me have a panic attack
Forever means that they stop talking to me after they notice my
scars
Forever means they realize I can never be a normal person and
they want normal
Forever means that they stay
Even when I say something stupid
Which is all the time
But they stay anyway
I want you to stay with me forever
And that's why you scare me
When I see the way you smile
The way your eyes seem to show me everything I've ever wanted
to see
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It feels like fate

You are the lighthouse that finally leads me back to shore after
years of dark waves hitting me relentlessly
You are the destination that I couldn't find
You made the clouds move out of the way
Letting the light shine through
Showing me that you're there
I get lost in my own head a lot
But when your hand was in mine, it felt stable
Your thumb gently brushed over mine
It reminded me of home
I feel at home around you
Home is forever
But you are temporary
You scare me
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THE BLACK CAT
PAIGE JOHNSON

My house was the same as every other house in my neighborhood. Every house in our neighborhood just looked like it belonged. Every house almost looked like you could just rip out of
a child's story book. The houses weren't big, but they were well
decorated and neat. Not one house on my whole street stood out.
On a sunny day in October, I was heading home from
junior high school. Crunching as many leaves as I could, I walked
through my neighborhood until I stood in front of my house. Before entering, I heard my name.
"Alix," my mom yelled. My mom was just the grown up
version of me and my sister. We were basically 3 triplet girls.
That's what everyone told us, anyhow.
"Coming," I yelled back.
As I entered through the front door as was met with the smell of
marinara sauce and cheese. My mom and dad were in the kitchen
making lasagna for dinner. My stomach started to growl.
"Do you want to come help make dinner?" my mom
asked. I placed my backpack on the couch and came running over
to the kitchen to give both of my parents a hug.
"Hi Alix," dad said, hugging me back.
"Sure!" I said as I hugged my mom. "What do you need?"
My mom turned towards me with the pan in her hands
and said, "I ran out of cheese, but I have more in the fridge in the
garage. Could you go get some more?"
"Yeah sure. I'll be right back."
As I headed to the garage, I passed my younger sister, Sarah,
watching TV. She was watching one of her favorite reality shows
again. I brushed my hand against her hair, a mischievous smile
fixed on my face. I walked toward the door.
Going in the garage scared me. The cold and dark of that
place made me feel uneasy. As I put my hand on the fridge, I
heard a crashing sound echo through the whole garage. It didn't
seem like a big deal, so I went toward the sound to find a dark
shadow. Because I couldn't see very well, I grabbed my phone out
of my back pocket and turned on my flashlight app. The creature
and I, locked eyes. Time stopped for that one moment, with my
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whole attention on those yellow eyes. It was an old black cat.
"Alix! Are you coming," my mom yelled.
"Yeah coming," I yelled looking up the stairs.
I turned my head back, the cat was gone. Looking around
quickly, I was sure I'd see the cat again. It wasn't there.
I hurried back up the stairs to help my mom and dad.
* **

The jolting strike of lightning hitting our house, woke me up
immediately. Moaning, I rolled out of bed to go and turn on the
light. I switched the light back and forth a few times, then realized
the power was out. I looked at my phone to see that it was the
middle of the night and used my phone's flashlight app.
While walking out of my room, I noticed the doors to
Sarah's and my parent's rooms were wide open. Deciding to investigate, I walked into Sarah's room. No one was there. Her bed
was made as if no one had even slept there last night. I sat for a
few moments in confusion. She must have gone into my parent's
room to make sure they were ok from the storm.
I walked out of the room and into my parents' room, feeling a cold breeze sway by me, as I entered. Everything was the
exact same as Sarah's room. The bed was made as if no one had
even slept in those softwarm blankets. It almost felt like the room
was cleaner than it ever had been before.
My brain was adapting to the situation, slower than I
needed it too.
After a second of standing in my parent's room, I adjusted
to the fact that my family wasn't in the house. Frantically looking through every room of the house for a few minutes offered no
clues. I called my mom's phone. No answer. I called over and over
and over again. Trying my dad's phone next, then Sarah's. No
answer.
A few hours later, I sat down, feeling hopeless. Not knowing if my family was ok left me defeated. I knew they had to be
ok. It had to be some sort of mistake. I just sat there not knowing
what to do. Sitting seemed my best option to think over the situation.
As I sat, a cold breeze pass through my body. The breeze
wasn't just cold, it brought a distinctive feeling through every
course of my body. I've felt this before ... with that old black cat the
day before. Within seconds this realization, a loud bolt of light-
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ning struck the house again.
For a second, the lightning shining into my house allowed
me to see the room in front of me. And in that second, I saw something. The old black cat. The cat looked straight into my eyes and
then as the light faded away, the cat was gone.
My phone's batter died. The flashlight went out. The house
was dark. Quiet. Empty save for me.
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CASINGS, AN 'EXQUISITE CORPSE' POEM
FOLIO CLASS FALL 2019

A decanter of life tilted to extremes, left ajar,
Wasting flagrantly, unabashed
Life pudding, drip by drip
As it slowly slips away
In the red moist across time and space,
The marrow owns the debt
Replacement sediment and seed soured
With rancidity of flesh fouled with times rot
Sickly sweet nature runs its course,
Reclaiming what it deserves
Blood dripping,
Searching for our own saviors,
Climbing upright again,
Crawling past our monsters
We tipped over,
Spilling mistakes from empty casings
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO
A
BETTER
ME
MELISSA SMITH
Dear Future Me,
To begin, I want you to know just how proud I am of you. You
did it; you have made it through to another day, even when
you didn't think you could. You have loosened the chains that
strangled your soul like a noose; you can finally breathe again.
You have vanquished the darkness - the light in your eyes has
returned. You glow once more; it's been a long time since
you've glowed, you know.
Did you ever think that we'd get to see ourselves here
again? That we would see ourselves as someone truly happy,
someone comfortable in their own skin, someone content to just
live? Yesterday, I couldn't see that. Yesterday, I found it hard to
believe that we could ever be remotely happy again. Yesterday,
I wondered if we would ever breathe again without the fear that
each breath might be our last.
Yesterday, Anxiety sat behind us, combing its sharp claws
through our hair and ready to yank it into submission the moment our words mattered. Yesterday, Depression hugged our side
and nestled itself into our chest to remind usme that we were its
captive belonging. Yesterday, I sat frozen in place, wondering if
our chains would ever disappear or if we were resigned to live
with these monsters forever. That thought scared me and I found I
couldn't breathe; I wondered if this was the end.
It wasn't. When I felt like freedom was nearly impossible, a
hand was held out to me, offering us a way out. At first, I hesitated to take it because it looked so different from the last time, and
the time before that, and the time before that. Instead of a random
thoughtful text, or a smile from a stranger, it was an invitation
from friends. Its unfamiliarity scared me - just like it had last time
- but I took it anyway and suddenly, Anxiety and Depression
were forced into the shadows of our conscience. For the first time
that day, I took a deep breath ... And I saw Hope.
Today, things were di_fferent. Today, Anxiety and Depression returned, wanting compensation for their missed time. I felt
tempted to give in, but instead, I slapped Anxiety's hand and
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pushed Depression away. Our voice shook as I told them "no",
and for a moment, I thought they didn't believe me. They hesitated and I wondered if they would strike back; I prepared us for
despair and held my breath, hoping against Hope that my feeble
attempt had done something - anything. It was then that Anxiety
sneered at me and crawled away with Depression on its heels, and
though they only sat a few feet away; I felt a faint smile tug at our
lips. For the first time, I felt like we could do something. I felt like
maybe, we could win.
So, Future Me, don't lose Hope. I know our battle isn't
won yet, but that spring in your step and gleam in your eyes tell
me that it isn't lost. Some days, the progress might feel slow and
impossible. Some days, we might lose, and that's okay because we
can't win every battle. But never give up Hope, and never forget
that we're not fighting alone. Because on the days it seems the
darkest, there will always be that hand, waiting to reach out to us
and help us in the smallest ways. It is only up to us to decide if we
will accept it.
So, keep the faith, and keep the fight.
Sincerely,
A More Hopeful Us
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